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Yampa Integrated Water Management Plan  
Yampa/White/Green Roundtable IWMP Committee Charter 

1. Purpose  
The role of the Committee is to oversee the Yampa Integrated Water Management Plan (IWMP) 
over its multi-year lifetime on behalf of the Yampa/White/Green Basin Roundtable (BRT). The 
IWMP will collaboratively identify and support actions to help implement the basin goals as 
expressed in the BRT’s 2015 Basin Implementation Plan (BIP), while building relationships with 
water users in the basin and responding to their needs. By combining stakeholder input with 
science and engineering assessments, the IWMP will identify and support actions to 1) protect 
existing and future water uses in the Yampa River basin, and 2) support healthy river ecosystems 
in the face of growing population, changing land uses and climate uncertainty.    

2. Scope and Decision-Making Authority 
The Committee will provide guidance and oversight to the project manager and other contractors 
through the life of the IWMP. The BRT-adopted Scope of Work will guide the tasks and topics that 
the Committee oversees. Through regular meetings, the Committee will offer substantive 
expertise and critical stakeholder perspectives to its oversight role, representing the entire 
geographic scope of the project area to assure consistency, coordination and integration across 
the four stream segments. The IWMP Committee will follow all CWCB and Fiscal Agent (CRWCD) 
policies as regards revenue handling, contracting, expenses and invoicing. 
 
The Committee’s scope and authority and BRT approval points are spelled out below by task: 
 
Task   IWMP Committee   Basin Roundtable 

1: 
Coordination 

• Recommends Committee 
Charter 

• Approves job descriptions, 
RFPs 

• Recommends hiring choices 
• Approves expenses within 

budgets 
• Reviews finances quarterly 

• Approves Charter  
• Approves hiring 

choices, budgets and 
any budget changes 

• Reviews finances 1-2 
times per year 

2: 
Stakeholder 
Engagement 

• Recommends stakeholder 
engagement plans 

• Approve educational and 
outreach materials 

• Ensure coordination of 
stakeholder and technical 
work 

• Approves stakeholder 
engagement plan(s) 
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3: Pilot 
Projects 

• Recommend short-list of 
demonstration projects 

• approve outreach/tours 

• Approve demo projects 

4: Assess 
Conditions 

• Select methods to inventory 
existing conditions and 
infrastructure needs, 
identify gaps, administrative 
flexibility 

• Approve draft reports and 
develop recommendations 
to BRT 

• Approve 
recommendations on 
priority gaps, 
segments, and next 
tasks 

5: Fill Data 
Gaps 

• Approve approach to 
address data gaps in focus 
segments 

• Approves additional 
hiring choices and 
budgets 

6: Final 
Conditions 
Assessment 

• Recommend final 
assessment/needs report 
with potential trends and 
future conditions 

• Approve final report 

7: Prioritize 
Issues 

• Recommend decision-
making criteria to prioritize 
issues and actions  

• Apply criteria to identify 
recommended actions 

• Approve decision-
making criteria  

8: Action 
Plans 

• Evaluate solutions, 
recommend action plans 

• Approve action plans 
with schedules/ 
budgets 

3. Membership  
IWMP Committee members are appointed by the BRT and reflect a diversity of stakeholders, 
including non-BRT members. All meetings are open to the public. The following members were 
appointed by the BRT at its January 2019 meeting. IWMP Committee members will be reviewed and 
members will be reappointed/replaced at each January BRT meeting during the project.  

1. Geoff Blakeslee, The Nature Conservancy (Chair) 
2. Frank Alfone, Mt Werner Water & Sanitation District 
3. Bill Badaracca, Fair & Square Construction 
4. Ken Brenner, Upper Yampa Water Conservancy District  
5. Jackie Brown / Kelly Beale (alt), Tri-State Generation & Transmission 
6. Mike Camblin / Frankie Stetson (alt), Maybell Irrigation District 
7. Hunter Causey, Colorado River District  
8. Nick Charchalis, Colorado First Conservation District 
9. Jessica Counts, Moffat County Cooperative Extension 
10. Marsha Daughenbaugh, Rocking C Ranch 
11. David Graf/Kris Middledorf (alt), Colorado Parks & Wildlife 
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12. Tom Gray/Jeff Comstock (alt), Moffat County 
13. Lyn Halliday, Upper Yampa Watershed Group 
14. Brian Hodge, Trout Unlimited  
15. Mathew Mendisco, Town of Hayden  
16. Will Meyers, Headwater Engineering & Consulting 
17. Doug Monger, Routt County 
18. Kelly Romero-Heaney, City of Steamboat Springs 
19. Claire Sollars, Colorado Water Matters and Routt County Purchase of Development Rights 

Program 
20. Patrick Stanko/Michelle Meyer (alt), Community Agriculture Alliance 
21. Kent Vertrees, Friends of the Yampa 
22. Clinton Whitten, Routt County NRCS 

4. Committee Structure and Roles/Responsibilities  

4.1 Committee Roles  
 
Committee Chair The chair will ensure the committee carries out its duties, ensure the Fiscal 
Agent is meeting its commitments, oversee the activities of the Project Manager, and work with 
the BRT for all needed approvals. The chair will facilitate IWMP Committee meetings, unless an 
outside facilitator is deemed necessary.  See Appendix A for full Committee Chair job description. 

IWMP Committee Members 
The IWMP Committee will seek to ensure consistency across the four segments and all aspects of 
the project. The Committee will also ensure regular communication with the BRT.  Specific duties 
include: 

• Represent and communicate with appropriate constituent groups. Share information 
about the IWMP with constituent groups and obtain their input throughout the process.  
Provide input to the planning process that is representative of constituencies.  

• Commit time and energy to the effort. If a member is unable to attend a meeting, he/she 
may either ask another Committee member to be their representative, or send an alternate 
who has been updated on the Committee progress and materials and can act as that 
member’s representative.  Alternates are encouraged to attend all meetings. 

• Come to meetings prepared for discussion or decision by reading meeting materials in 
advance, and reviewing with constituent groups as necessary to provide input. 

• Constructively engage in discussions with people holding a different viewpoint. 
• Support public outreach by sharing opportunities for effectively reaching out to 

constituents and stakeholders in the different stream segments. 
• As possible, act as a liaison and ambassador for the IWMP at community events to convey 

information, answer specific questions, and/or hear public input. 
 
Subcommittees (Technical and Stakeholder Engagement) 
The Subcommittees are comprised of interested Committee members with expertise in these 
specific areas. Subcommittee meetings will be attended by Segment Coordinators and relevant 
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hired contractors. The Subcommittees are each coordinated by a Subcommittee Chair, who 
oversees that aspect of the project in coordination with the Project Manager and Segment 
Coordinators (see Appendix A for Subcommittee Chair job description). The Subcommittee Chairs 
will consistently attend regular ‘core team’ meetings, work with hired contractors to provide 
direction on specific approaches for relevant tasks, and oversee the day-to-day work of the IWMP 
with respect to their specific areas. The active role of Subcommittee Chairs will ensure that there is 
consistency in approach between the four segments and that knowledge and activities in each 
segment are leveraged for basin-wide impact. The Sub-Committee Chairs will be the primary point 
of contact for all contractors hired to perform work within the purview of their committee  and will 
ensure clear direction and support for the hired contractors. Dedicated time for Subcommittee 
Chairs to fulfill their duties will be provided in-kind by BRT partner/member organizations. 

4.2 Project Team Roles 
 
Project Management  
The Project Manager provides broad oversight of tasks, holds contractors accountable, approves 
invoices and expenses, and facilitates communication between the sub-committees, contractors,  
IWMP Committee  and Segment Coordinators.  Holds regular ‘core team’ meetings of the 
Subcommittee Chairs, contractors, and Segment Coordinators, and oversees the work of the 
Segment Coordinators.  See Appendix A for Project Manager job description. 
 
Administrative Support 
Administrative support will carry out IWMP Committee and BRT communications, set meeting 
dates, ensure all information is needed for BRT approval processes, and maintain the project 
website, agenda distribution and minute taking.  S/he will support the Fiscal Agent in reporting 
financial statements to the BRT on a regular basis. See Appendix A for Administrative Support job 
description. 
 
Consulting Team 
Made up of hired technical contractors and/or facilitators.  Reports on a day-to-day basis to 
Subcommittee Chairs while the Project Manager provides high-level oversight and accountability. 
Tasks will depend on the RFP and SOW finalized in summer 2019, but will likely include: 

• Compile and review existing information, conduct studies, and provide options and/or 
recommendations at request of IWMP Committee  

• Develop technical information that will serve as a basis for the development of action plans 
• Incorporate stakeholder input at Committee’s direction in developing key deliverables, 

e.g., relevant baseline data, possible alternatives for meeting BIP goals, criteria for 
prioritizing projects, analysis of different options 

• Support the Segment Coordinators in the development and execution of Stakeholder 
Engagement plans 

Segment Coordinator(s) 
Segment Coordinator(s) are the local point persons for each river segment and will be primarily 
responsible for maintaining communication between the local stakeholders and the hired 
contractors.  Segment Coordinator(s) will advise the Technical Team on the best way to 
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communicate data and results to the stakeholders in their segment. See Appendix A for Segment 
Coordinator(s) job description. 
 
Fiscal Agent 
The Fiscal Agent will apply for, receive, and steward project funding. They will meet the reporting 
requirements of all funding entities, contract with needed consultants and handle all payment and 
invoicing. See Appendix A for Fiscal Agent job description. 

5. Meetings, Deliberation, and Consensus Building  
The Committee is expected to meet in person monthly for the first six months, and will revisit an 
appropriate meeting schedule at that time. Meetings will be roughly 3 hours long and will be held 
in the Yampa Basin.  
 
To ensure Committee meetings are focused and productive, the Project Manager will send 
agendas and materials to participants 1-2 weeks before meetings, and will work with Committee 
members between meetings to help focus and frame key topics, and/or address relevant issues 
and concerns as useful.  Meeting agendas will clearly delineate discussion versus action items. 
 
Meetings will be designed and facilitated to address substantive issues through collaborative, 
open, and interest-based discussions. Proposed discussion principles are outlined below: 

Discussion Guidelines 
• Be open and frank with your interests and needs 
• Seek to make the project successful; frame criticism with solutions in mind 
• Be factual 
• Strive to be concise and speak to the point 
• Voice concerns as they arise 
• Refrain from interrupting others 
• Try to remain open minded; avoid judging ideas  
• Be future focused – refrain from reopening previous discussions unless the information 

and circumstances have substantially changed 
• Be present during the meeting – e.g., put away cell phones, don’t check email 

Consensus Decision-Making 
The Committee will strive to reach agreements by consensus by identifying and exploring parties' 
interests and pursuing agreements that satisfy these interests to the greatest extent possible. 
Consensus does not necessarily mean unanimity. It can mean an outcome that everyone can live 
with. The Committee Chair may periodically assess members’ buy-in by asking for thumbs 
up/thumbs down (members may also be neutral). If there is a true disagreement, despite best 
efforts to address all concerns and perspectives as set forth below, the meeting notes will 
document the issue and majority recommendation for the BRT, along with a summary of the 
outstanding concerns. To the extent possible, decision points will be scheduled in advance, so 
group members can consult with colleagues and constituents about the different options. 
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Addressing Conflict and Competing Needs  
Disagreements regarding approaches and outcomes are inevitable, with Committee members 
representing different constituents, geographies, perspectives and priorities. The Committee 
commits to addressing areas of disagreement or conflict directly and quickly as they arise, to 
address Committee members’ needs and concerns to the extent possible. Problem-solving 
discussions may occur at or in-between Committee meetings as needed. The Committee may also 
seek a third party for outside support in facilitating these discussions.  

6. Fiscal Authority/Oversight 
The Basin Roundtable must approve all budgets, contracts, and changes to budgets or contracts.  
Within those approved items, the Fiscal Agent will disburse funds based upon direction from the 
IWMP Committee Chair and Project Manager. Quarterly financial statements from the Fiscal Agent 
will be reviewed by the IWMP Committee, and annual statements will be provided to the Basin 
Roundtable.  Authority to approve and expend funds is described here and outlined in Appendix A 
job descriptions.  There will be two approval categories: invoices less than $1,000 may be 
approved by the Project Manager and IWMP Committee Chair (via email, and both signatures 
required).  Invoices greater than $1,000 must be accompanied by a progress report from the 
contractor and first be approved via e-mail by the Sub-Committee chair to the Project Manager 
and IWMP Committee Chair, and then approved via email by the Project Manager and IWMP 
Committee Chair (both signatures required) for submittal to the Fiscal Agent. 

For all invoices, the Project Manager will submit an invoice approval form to the fiscal agent with 
the following information and approvals: 

• Contractor and/or Project name 
• Invoice number 
• Contract number 
• Approval date 
• Approved progress report from Sub-Committee Chair 
• Names and Signatures of Project Manager and IWMP Committee Chair 

7. Conflict of Interest 
All IWMP Committee members and hired contractors shall comply with C.R.S. § 18-8-308 
concerning disclosure of conflicts of interest.  Members and contractors shall not disclose or use 
confidential information received contrary to the Committee’s interests without approval. If a 
Committee member or hired contractor acts or intends to act for another entity on a matter in 
which there are or reasonably are expected to be adverse interests between that entity and the 
Committee, he/she shall recuse himself/herself from participating in the discussions of that matter 
and decline to receive information about that matter. In such a situation, the Committee member 
or hired contractor shall promptly notify the Committee's Chair of his/her decision or intention to 
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act on behalf of the adverse or potentially adverse entity, and the Chair shall act to ensure that 
thereafter confidential information shall not be provided to such member about the matter. 

8. Public Participation in Committee Meetings 
Committee meetings are open to the public. Meeting announcements and Committee materials 
will be posted on the Yampa/White/Green Basin Roundtable website prior to and after meetings.  
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Position General Expectations Reports To Primary Points of 
Contact 

Paid By 

IWMP 
Committee 
Chair 

Ensure the committee carries out its 
duties effectively, ensure the Fiscal 
Agent is meeting commitments, 
oversee the activities of the Project 
Manager, and work with the BRT for 
all needed approvals. Facilitate IWMP 
Committee meetings, unless an 
outside facilitator is deemed 
necessary.  Approval (with PM) 
invoices for payment. 

BRT Chair Subcomm Chairs 
Project Mgr 
Fiscal Agent 

In-Kind 
donation 
(TNC) 

Stakeholder 
and Technical 
Sub-
Committee 
Chairs 

Work with hired contractors to 
recommend specific approaches for 
relevant tasks, and coordinate the 
day-to-day work of the IWMP.  The 
Sub-Committee Chairs will be the 
primary point of contact for all hired 
contractors (except Segment 
Coordinators).  Review invoices for 
accuracy.        

Project 
Manager 

IWMP Committee 
Chair; Contractors; 
Segment 
Coordinators 

In-Kind 
Donation 
(TU and 
CAA) 

Project 
Manager 

Provide oversight of tasks, hold 
contractors accountable, approve 
invoices (with Chair) for payment, 
communicate between the IWMP 
Committee and contractors, and 
ensure that the contractors are 
working together.  Hold regular ‘core 
team’ meetings and oversee Segment 
Coordinators. 

IWMP 
Committee 
Chair 

All project roles 
(Committee Chair; 
Subcommittee 
Chairs; Segment 
Coordinators; 
Contractors; 
Admin support) 
 

In-Kind 
donation 
(River 
Network) 

Administrative 
Support 

Carry out IWMP Committee and BRT 
communications, set meeting dates, 
ensure all information is provided for 
BRT approval processes, maintain 
website, agenda distribution and 
minute taking.  Support Fiscal Agent 
in reporting financial statements. 

Project 
Manager 

Project Mgr IWMP 
Funds 

Segment 
Coordinator 

Act as local point person(s) for each 
river segment and be primarily 
responsible for maintaining 
communication between local 
stakeholders and the rest of the 
teams.  Advise Technical Team on the 
best way to communicate data and 
results to stakeholders. 

Employer 
or Project 
Manager  

Subcomm Chairs; 
Contractors; Project 
Mgr;  

IWMP 
Funds 

Fiscal Agent Apply for, receive, and steward 
project funding. Meet reporting 
requirements of all funding entities, 
contract with needed consultants and 
handle all payment and invoicing. 

IWMP 
Committee 
Chair 

 IWMP 
Funds 
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Yampa Integrated Water Management Plan 

Duties and authority: IWMP Committee Chair 

General Expectations 

The IWMP Committee will select contractors, consult on scopes of work, budgets and deliverables to assure 
consistency across the four segments. The Committee will ensure regular communication with the BRT and the 
Fiscal Agent.  The chair will ensure the committee carries out these duties effectively, ensure the Fiscal Agent is 
meeting its commitments, oversee the activities of the Project Manager, and work with the BRT for all needed 
approvals. The chair will facilitate IWMP Committee meetings, unless an outside facilitator is deemed necessary. 

Primary Tasks 

• Oversee agenda creation and run all IWMP Committee meetings 
• Ensure committee members are actively engaged and appropriately involved 
• Frequently report to the BRT and facilitate BRT action items, including any changes to the adopted scope 

of work or budget 
• Review quarterly activity/financial reports from the Fiscal Agent 
• Oversee the performance of the Project Manager 

Fiscal Authority and Conflict of Interest 

The IWMP Committee Chair has the following fiscal authority: 

• With co-signature of the Project Manager, approve contracts and invoices within the approved budget 
up to $1,000 

• After review by the relevant IWMP Sub-Committee Chair, and with co-signature of Project Manager, 
approve contracts and invoices within the approved budget over $1,000  

The IWMP Committee Chair will utilize the adopted Contract/Invoice approval form to sign off on all contracts or 
invoices, which will be submitted to the Fiscal Agent by the Project Manager. 

The Chair and all IWMP Committee members shall comply with C.R.S. § 18-8-308 concerning disclosure of 
conflicts of interest.  At times the Chair and Committee members may be associated with other entities which 
have interests which are adverse to the interests of the Committee. Such members shall not disclose or use 
confidential information received as a Committee member contrary to the Committee’s interests without 
approval. If a Committee member acts or intends to act for another entity on a matter in which there are or 
reasonably are expected to be adverse interests between that entity and the Committee, he/she shall recuse 
himself/herself from participating in the discussions of that matter and decline to receive information about that 
matter. In such a situation, the Committee member shall promptly notify the Committee's Chair of his/her 
decision or intention to act on behalf of the adverse or potentially adverse entity, and the Chair shall act to 
ensure that thereafter confidential information shall not be provided to such member about the matter. 

Payment for Services 

The IWMP Committee chair is paid by in-kind donation and will not be paid by project funds for his/her time.  
Funds spent on committee activities (meeting space, food, travel, etc) will be paid on a reimbursement basis in 
accordance with fiscal agent policies. 
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Evaluation and Retention 

The Basin Roundtable Chair is responsible for overseeing the performance of the IWMP Committee chair and 
ensuring all tasks are carried out effectively and appropriately. The Committee Chair will serve a term of one 
year, subject to retention or replacement by the Basin Roundtable at its January meeting.  The BRT has the right 
to replace the IWMP Committee Chair at its sole discretion.   
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Yampa Integrated Water Management Plan 

Duties and authority: Stakeholder and Technical Sub-Committee Chairs 

 

General Expectations 

The Stakeholder Sub-Committee and Technical Sub-Committee will work with hired contractors to recommend 
specific approaches for relevant tasks, and coordinate the day-to-day work of the IWMP.  The Sub-Committee 
Chairs will be the primary point of contact for all contractors hired to perform work under the purview of that 
committee (except the Segment Coordinators, who will report to the Project Manager and their employer).        

 Primary Tasks 

• Recommend specific approaches for relevant tasks for consideration by the IWMP Committee 
• Act as a main point of contact for all hired contractors (except Segment Coordinators) 
• Attend regular Core Team meetings to report on progress and coordinate activities between sub-

committees and segments 

Fiscal Authority and Conflict of Interest 

The IWMP Sub-Committee Chairs have the following fiscal authority: 

• Review contracts and invoices within the approved budget over $1,000 for accuracy and send to Project 
Manager for approval 

The Sub-Committee Chairs shall comply with C.R.S. § 18-8-308 concerning disclosure of conflicts of interest.  At 
times the Sub-Committee Chair may be associated with other entities which have interests which are adverse to 
the interests of the Sub-Committee. The Sub-Committee Chair shall not disclose or use confidential information 
received contrary to the Sub-Committee’s interests without approval. If a Sub-Committee member acts or 
intends to act for another entity on a matter in which there are or reasonably are expected to be adverse 
interests between that entity and the Sub-Committee, he/she shall recuse himself/herself from participating in 
the discussions of that matter and decline to receive information about that matter. In such a situation, the Sub-
Committee member shall promptly notify the IWMP Committee's Chair of his/her decision or intention to act on 
behalf of the adverse or potentially adverse entity, and the IWMP Committee's Chair shall act to ensure that 
thereafter confidential information shall not be provided to such member about the matter. 

Payment for Services 

The IWMP Sub-Committee chairs are paid by in-kind donation and will not be paid by project funds for their 
time.  Funds spent on committee activities (meeting space, food, travel, etc) will be paid on a reimbursement 
basis in accordance with fiscal agent policies. 

Evaluation and Retention 

The IWMP Sub-Committee Chairs will be appointed by the IWMP Committee.  The IWMP Committee Chair is 
responsible for overseeing the performance of the IWMP Sub-Committee chairs, and the Project Manager 
ensures all tasks are carried out effectively and appropriately. The Sub-Committee Chairs will serve a term of 
one year, subject to retention or replacement by the IWMP Committee.  The IWMP Committee has the right to 
replace the IWMP Sub-Committee Chairs at its sole discretion.   
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Yampa Integrated Water Management Plan 

Duties and authority: Project Manager 

 

General Expectations 

The Project Manager provides oversight of tasks, holds contractors accountable, approves invoices and expenses, 
communicates between the IWMP Committee and contractors, and ensures that the contractors are working 
together.  Holds regular ‘core team’ meetings and oversees the work of the Segment Coordinators. 

Primary Tasks 

• Ensures that activities adhere to the BRT-adopted Scope of Work, and are completed on schedule and 
on budget 

• Approves expenses/invoices for submission to Fiscal Agent 
• Works with IWMP Committee Chair to develop agenda topics for IWMP Committee meetings and 

ensure timely notice of meetings with relevant materials, agendas, and key issues to be addressed at the 
meetings. 

• Assist in building understanding and consensus among participants during and between meetings, while 
remaining impartial to substance of issues under discussion.  With IWMP Committee Chair, address 
areas of competing interest or conflicts as they arise.  

• Responsible for managing overall work flow and coordination by convening regular ‘core team’ meetings 
between the Subcommittee Chairs, Stream Segment Coordinators, and contractors   

• Engage impartial, third-party facilitation support as useful, with Committee approval 
• Oversees the Segment Coordinators. NOTE: The degree of day-to-day supervision will depend on 

whether or not Segment Coordinators are hosted by local NGOs. If they are, the NGOs will provide the 
Segment Coordinators with day-to-day supervision. The PM will work with the Sgment Coordinators and 
host NGOs at a strategic level to ensure their work is integrated geographically (with the other stream 
segments), and substantively (ensuring coordination of the technical and stakeholder aspects of the 
project). 

 

Fiscal Authority and Conflict of Interest 

The Project Manager has the following fiscal authority: 

• With co-signature of the IWMP Committee chair, approve contracts and invoices within the approved 
budget up to $1,000 

• After review by the relevant IWMP Sub-Committee Chair, and with co-signature of IWMP Committee 
Chair, approve contracts and invoices within the approved budget over $1,000  

The Project Manager will utilize the adopted Contract/Invoice approval form to sign off on all contracts or 
invoices, and submit them to the Fiscal Agent. 

 The Project Manager shall comply with C.R.S. § 18-8-308 concerning disclosure of conflicts of interest.  At times 
the Project Manager may be associated with other entities which have interests which are adverse to the 
interests of the Committee. S/he shall not disclose or use confidential information received as Project Manager 
contrary to the Committee’s interests without approval. If the Project Manager acts or intends to act for another 
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entity on a matter in which there are or reasonably are expected to be adverse interests between that entity 
and the Committee, he/she shall recuse himself/herself from participating in the discussions of that matter and 
decline to receive information about that matter. In such a situation, the Project Manager shall promptly notify 
the IWMP Committee's Chair of his/her decision or intention to act on behalf of the adverse or potentially 
adverse entity, and the Chair shall act to ensure that thereafter confidential information shall not be provided to 
the Project Manager about the matter. 

Payment for Services 

Project Manager services will be provided as an in-kind donation and will not be paid by project funds for his/her 
time.  Funds spent on project management and committee activities (meeting space, food, travel, etc) will be 
paid on a reimbursement basis in accordance with fiscal agent policies. 

Evaluation and Retention 

The IWMP Committee Chair is responsible for overseeing the performance of the Project Manager and ensuring 
all tasks are carried out effectively and appropriately.  There will be at least annual evaluations  (or more 
frequently by request of the IWMP Committee) of performance that will be shared with the IWMP Committee.  
The IWMP Committee will use that evaluation to recommend retention or replacement of the Project Manager 
on an annual basis.   
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Yampa Integrated Water Management Plan 

Duties and authority: Administrative Support 

 

General Expectations 

Administrative support will carry out IWMP Committee and BRT communications, set meeting dates, ensure all 
information is provided for BRT approval processes, maintain the project website, agenda distribution and minute 
taking.  S/he will support the Fiscal Agent in reporting financial statements to the BRT on a regular basis. 

 Primary Tasks 

• Set IWMP committee dates and locations 
• Distribute meeting minutes and agendas 
• Maintain IWMP interested parties email list 
• Maintain IWMP website 
• Attend IWMP committee meetings to take minutes 
• Support the Committee Chair and Project Manager’s project-related administrative needs 
• Work with the Fiscal Agent to distribute quarterly financial reports to the BRT and IWMP Committee 

Fiscal Authority and Conflict of Interest 

Administrative Support has no authority to approve expenditures. 

The Administrative Support shall comply with C.R.S. § 18-8-308 concerning disclosure of conflicts of interest.  At 
times the Administrative Support may be associated with other entities which have interests which are adverse 
to the interests of the Committee. S/he shall not disclose or use confidential information received as 
Administrative Support contrary to the Committee’s interests without approval. If the Administrative Support 
acts or intends to act for another entity on a matter in which there are or reasonably are expected to be adverse 
interests between that entity and the Committee, he/she shall recuse himself/herself from participating in the 
discussions of that matter and decline to receive information about that matter. In such a situation, the 
Administrative Support shall promptly notify the Project Manager of his/her decision or intention to act on 
behalf of the adverse or potentially adverse entity, and the Project Manager shall act to ensure that thereafter 
confidential information shall not be provided to the Administrative Support about the matter. 

Payment for Services 

Administrative support assistance will be paid by the hour with project funds.  Funds spent on committee 
activities (meeting space, food, travel, etc) will be paid on a reimbursement basis in accordance with fiscal agent 
policies.  Invoices will be submitted to the Fiscal Agent in accordance with their policies. 

Evaluation and Retention 

The Project Manager is responsible for overseeing the performance of the Administrative Support and ensuring 
all tasks are carried out effectively and appropriately.  There will be at least annual evaluations (or more 
frequently by request of the IWMP Committee) of performance to recommend retention or replacement of the 
Administrative Support on an annual basis.   
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Yampa Integrated Water Management Plan 

Duties and authority: Segment Coordinators 

General Expectations 

Segment Coordinators will be hired by the Basin Roundtable (through the Fiscal Agent).  They are the local point 
persons for each river segment and will be primarily responsible for maintaining communication between the 
local stakeholders, and the rest of the teams.  The number of segment coordinators will be left flexible as we 
recruit candidates throughout the basin.  Segment Coordinators will advise the Technical Team on the best way 
to communicate data and results to the stakeholders in their segment.  

  Primary Tasks 

• Develop and implement stakeholder engagement plans in assigned segments that ensure local input and 
buy-in for all IWMP tasks 

• Attend Stakeholder and Technical team sub-committee meetings as needed to ensure alignment and 
coordination between local stakeholders and hired contractors 

• Coordinate with riparian land owners and/or water users to get approval/access/review of needed 
technical work 

• Hold or attend one-on-one, small group and community meetings to get input and give progress 
updates to segment stakeholders 

Fiscal Authority and Conflict of Interest 

Segment Coordinators have the authority to expend project funds to carry out tasks and committee activities 
(meeting space, food, travel, supplies, etc) within the approved budget.  Pre-authorization by the Project 
Manager will be required for any single expense greater than $1,000.  Expenses will be paid on a reimbursement 
basis in accordance with fiscal agent policies.  All reimbursement payments are subject to the approval process 
and limits laid out in the charter.    

The Segment Coordinator(s) shall comply with C.R.S. § 18-8-308 concerning disclosure of conflicts of interest.  At 
times the Segment Coordinator(s) may be associated with other entities which have interests which are adverse 
to the interests of the Committee. S/he shall not disclose or use confidential information received as Segment 
Coordinator(s) contrary to the Committee’s interests without approval. If the Segment Coordinator(s) acts or 
intends to act for another entity on a matter in which there are or reasonably are expected to be adverse 
interests between that entity and the Committee, he/she shall recuse himself/herself from participating in the 
discussions of that matter and decline to receive information about that matter. In such a situation, the Segment 
Coordinator(s) shall promptly notify the Project Manager of his/her decision or intention to act on behalf of the 
adverse or potentially adverse entity, and the Project Manager shall act to ensure that thereafter confidential 
information shall not be provided to the Segment Coordinator(s) about the matter. 

 Payment for Services 

Segment Coordinators will be paid with project funds.  Funds spent on committee activities (meeting space, 
food, travel, etc) will be paid on a reimbursement basis in accordance with fiscal agent policies. Invoices will be 
submitted to the Fiscal Agent in accordance with their policies.  

Evaluation and Retention 
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Segment Coordinators will be employed as contract labor by the Fiscal Agent.  The Project Manager is 
responsible for overseeing the performance of the Segment Coordinators and ensuring all tasks are carried out 
effectively and appropriately.  Office space, technology, etc will be furnished by each individual segment 
coordinator for their own use.  If deemed necessary by the IWMP Committee, Segment Coordinators can be 
employed as staff or contract labor by a Yampa-basin based NGO.  In this case, office space, technology, etc will 
be provided by the NGO. 

There will be at least annual evaluations (or more frequently by request of the IWMP Committee) of 
performance that will be shared with the IWMP Committee.  The IWMP Committee will use that evaluation to 
recommend retention or replacement of the Segment Coordinators on an annual basis.   
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Yampa Integrated Water Management Plan 

Duties and authority: Fiscal Agent 

 

General Expectations 

The Fiscal Agent will apply for, receive, and steward project funding. They will meet the reporting requirements 
of all funding entities, contract with needed consultants and handle all payment and invoicing. 

 Primary Tasks 

• Contract with the State of Colorado for grant funds 
• Provide quarterly financial statements to IWMP Committee 
• Issue invoices and pay receivables 
• Provide State of Colorado with grant reports at required intervals 
• Contract with needed consultants and contractors 
• Issue all required tax forms and documentation to contractors 

Fiscal Authority and Conflict of Interest 

The Fiscal Agent will pay all invoices that are approved by relevant bodies as laid out in the charter, and 
submitted by the Project Manager within 30 days.  All contracts between the Fiscal Agent and 
consultants/contractors (or any adjustments to existing contracts) must be approved by the Basin Roundtable 
before any payments are issued. 

The Fiscal Agent shall comply with C.R.S. § 18-8-308 concerning disclosure of conflicts of interest.  At times the 
Fiscal Agent may be associated with other entities which have interests which are adverse to the interests of the 
Committee. S/he shall not disclose or use confidential information received as Fiscal Agent contrary to the 
Committee’s interests without approval. If the Fiscal Agent acts or intends to act for another entity on a matter 
in which there are or reasonably are expected to be adverse interests between that entity and the Committee, 
he/she shall recuse himself/herself from participating in the discussions of that matter and decline to receive 
information about that matter. In such a situation, the Fiscal Agent shall promptly notify the Project Manager of 
his/her decision or intention to act on behalf of the adverse or potentially adverse entity, and the Project 
Manager shall act to ensure that thereafter confidential information shall not be provided to the Fiscal Agent 
about the matter. 

Payment for Services 

A fiscal agent fee (10% of managed funds) will be paid with project funds.  This fee will cover the time and 
expenses of Fiscal Agent staff.  It is not anticipated the Fiscal Agent staff will need to be reimbursed for any 
direct expenditures from additional project funds. 

Evaluation and Retention 

The IWMP Committee Chair is responsible for overseeing the performance of the Fiscal Agent and ensuring all 
tasks are carried out effectively and appropriately. The IWMP Committee has the right to replace the Fiscal 
Agent at its sole discretion.    
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